
PREPARE  
FOR REALITY
CAR SIMULATION
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PREPARE FOR REALITY 

IMPROVE STUDENT 
PERFORMANCE 
WITH SIMULATION
A Tenstar simulator is an effective, safe, and green addition to driving a real car during  
all driver education and gives the student more quality time behind the wheel. 

We guide the driver through a step by step education with pedagogical training scenarios  
based on industry standards and a strong focus on maneuvering and safety.

Welcome to our world of simulation!
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GREEN 

SIMULATION  
REDUCES  
EMISSIONS
Producing and running a simulator leaves a minimal  
climate footprint, compared to a traditional vehicle  
running on fossil fuels.

EFFICIENT

SIMULATION 
STRENGTHENS 
THE STUDENTS
Simulators allow students to gain more quality hours in the 
vehicle regardless of season and weather. They can even  
practice on their own with minimal teacher presence.

SAFE

SIMULATION 
REDUCES 
ACCIDENTS
Students train in a safe and relaxed environment.  
They can practice extreme situations and operations  
without risking injury or vehicle damage.

ECONOMIC

SIMULATION  
IS COST- 
EFFECTIVE 
A simulator is a smart investment with low operating 
costs and minimal downtime. And one teacher can 
train several students simultaneously.
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AN AUTHENTIC DRIVING EXPERIENCE THROUGH

REALISM
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PROFESSIONAL

HARDWARE
The simulators are designed to the highest standards of quality 
and functionality. Developed and assembled in Sweden,  
with components such as seats and controls sourced  
from industry-leading manufacturers.

LIFE-LIKE

GRAPHICS & SOUNDS
We design our graphics and sound effects with an emphasis  
on real vehicles and actual driving environments for a truly  
immersive experience. 

EXCELLENT

VEHICLE BEHAVIOR
Advanced programming with exacting physics and dynamics, 
together with the latest technology, create a realistic experience, 
and a strong lifelike vehicle feeling when driving.

CONTROL STEM
For signals, horn, 
lights etc.

ADJUSTABLE POSITION 
Stepless angle adjustment  
for driver comfort.

DYNAMIC FORCE FEEDBACK  
Customizable spring and damper 
settings with 20Nm of torque.

DEVELOPED FOR SIMULATION
With the most realistic user  
experience in the industry.

DURABLE METAL 
CONSTRUCTION
For quality and  
an autentic feel.

3 SIZES
Compatible with 
all our simulators.
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NEFFICIENT LEARNING THROUGH

METHODOLOGY
THOROUGHLY DEVELOPED

EXERCISES
Each vehicle type has a full set of professionally developed 
exercises, optimised  to train students in a wide array of 
operations, from basic know-how to advanced maneuvering.

ANALYSIS AND FOLLOW-UP

LEARNING
At Tenstar, we’re always looking to develop our  
understanding of how learning works. Working closely  
with experts in different fields, we continue to present  
the best tools on the market.

MORE TIME TO LEARN
Students get more training 
hours in both the simulator  
and driving a real car.

REDUCED EMISSIONS
Producing and driving in a 
simulator leaves a minimal 
climate footprint.

NOT A SUBSTITUTION
A simulator is a perfect 
complement to driving 
a real car.

EFFECTIVE LEARNING
Students can practice on their own 
and one instructor can train several  
students at the same time.

SAFE AND RELAXED
Students practice in a  
secure environment  
for optimised learning.

SUPPORT AND 

UPGRADES
We regularly improve and develop our simulators, and  
with our first-class remote technical support on hand,  
you always have an up-to-date simulator running.
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BRAKING – 2 EXERCISES

BRAKING DISTANCE
In these exercises, the student learns about the principles of braking  
and how to brake safely. Learn concepts like braking distance,  
reaction times and mass to speed ratio.

CONTROLS AND GEARS – 5 EXERCISES

SHIFTING GEARS
A series of exercises where the student learns how the gearbox and the 
clutch works, finding the right gear, and when and why one changes 
gears while driving. 

A COMPLETE CURRICULUM

DESIGNED BY EXPERTS
FROM INTRODUCTION TO ADVANCED DRIVING
Our exercises are continually being developed and supplemented with new ones based on industry standards  
with a strong focus on vehicle control and safety. Below is a small selection of available exercises.

URBAN ENVIRONMENT – 2 EXERCISES

PRACTICING 
ROUNDABOUTS
The student will practice driving correctly through roundabouts  
with and without traffic, learn how to use signals, and how to  
enter and exit correctly.

INITIAL MANOEUVRING – 4 EXERCISES

STARTING AND  
STOPPING
The student learns the essential procedures for getting the car  
in motion, stopping smoothly, and practicing starting on a slope.

MANOEUVRING – 11 EXERCISES

TURNING, REVERSING 
AND PARKING
An extensive series of exercises where the student learns how to safely 
manoeuver the car in varius situations.
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WEATHER CONDITIONS – 2 EXERCISES

RAIN AND FOG
The student will experience driving with limited visibility, learn to use 
the windshield wipers, and see the effect of high-beam in dense fog. 

WEATHER CONDITIONS – 2 EXERCISES

SLIPPERINESS AND 
AQUAPLANING
Learn about and experience different forms of slipperiness on a 
paved road. The student will see the difference in braking distance 
between braking on a dry road and braking on a slippery road.

FREE PRACTICE – 1 EXERCISE

OPEN EXERCISE
The student drives through an extensive urban environment with 
computer controlled traffic. Choose and customize your goals, time 
of day, the weather, the road surface and the visability. 

TRAILER – 6 EXERCISES

DRIVING WITH A TRAILER
A series of exercises where the student practice driving with a  
connected trailer. The student learns basic handling and reversing  
and will receive tips as they go through the exercises’ steps.

NIGHTTIME DRIVING – 2 EXERCISES

DRIVING IN THE DARK
These exercises teach the student about driving at night. The student 
learns about the hazards and challenges with nighttime driving, how to 
use the car lights, and how to interact with other vehicles.

WEATHER CONDITIONS – 1 EXERCISE

WINTER DRIVING
In this exercise, students will practice driving safely on a winter  
road with the risk of losing grip and and skidding of the road.
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TENSTAR SCORING SYSTEMTENSTAR RECORD & REPLAY
ANALYZE, EVALUATE AND IMPROVE
Training sessions are automatically saved and stored in the system. 
The exercises can then be watched again from any chosen angle and  
at any given time, helping students improve their driving.

FEEDBACK FOR MORE EFFECTIVE LEARNING
Tenstar Scoring System offers scoring results based on Safety, Quality, and Economy.  
It enables evaluation, feedback, offering incentives for the student’s progress and development.

A review shows immediately after a completed exercise  
with the score on Quality, Safety, and Economy.

Analyze the exercise in full 3D from an external  
viewpoint or from within the vehicle.

Choose the sequence you want to 
analyze, pause, adjust the view in 
3D, start again, and learn from 
what happened.

A complete exercise report,  
containing the student’s score,  
can also be exported as a  
PDF for closer evaluation.
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TENSTAR USER XPERIENCE
INTUITIVE AND SELF EXPLANATORY
TUX offers a clean touch-based and keyboard-free user interface,  
making use of all the screens to interact with the simulator to sign in,  
selecting your chosen vehicle and scrolling trough the tasks. 

Each user has a personal 
login and can quickly resume 

where they previously left off.

Vehicles and exercises are  
easily selected on the user- 
friendly touchscreen.

SOUND INSTRUCTIONS
A SMARTER WAY OF PROVIDING INFORMATION
With Text-to-Speech, we help users process information more efficiently with the help  
of voice instructions. The users can maintain their focus on the road and task ahead,  
using their hearing to receive the instructions.

VR headset with integrated eye tracking.

Eye tracking camera

NOW DEVELOPING

EYE TRACKING
REGISTER WHERE THE STUDENT IS LOOKING

By combining eye tracking with TRR, it is possible to gain a new previously  
unseen perspective offering an entirely new understanding of how  

different situations play out and why.

Eye tracking eyewear.
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EXPAND & 
IMPROVE

TENSTAR STERING WHEEL MOTION BASE 32” CURVED MONITORSPROFESSIONAL GEAR SHIFTER PROFESSIONAL PEDALS VR HEADSET

MOBILE UNIT
The optimal solution for car simulation for  
the most authentic driving experience available

• Tenstar Steering Wheel

• Professional hanging pedals

• Professional automatic or manual gearbox

• Car seat with three-point seat belt

• 3 asymmetrically positioned 49” landscape screens  
in the front + one 49” landscape screen to the rear

• Touch screen for user interaction

BUILD YOUR PLATFORM

WE HAVE A SOLUTION FOR EVERY NEED
Tenstar’s proprietary hardware is built to order in Tanumshede, Sweden, and you can adapt the platform  
to create your optimal solution by choosing and combining professional components from the industry  
– steering wheel, joysticks, pedals, screens, VR headsets, etc.

DESKTOP
The entry-level solution for car simulation

• Consumer steering wheel with Tenstar grip

• Consumer pedals and gearbox

• Three 32” curved screens

• Touch screen for user interaction

• Add joysticks to enable more vehicle types



TENSTARSIMULATION.COM

WELCOME TO  
OUR WORLD  
OF SIMULATION


